Introduction
============

Specific language impairment (SLI) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that affects around 3--7% of children ([@B48]; [@B4]), and can have serious impacts on a child's life ([@B17]). Its diagnosis requires a child to have difficulties understanding and/or producing language despite having adequate hearing, and intelligence scores within the normal range. Moreover, children with SLI have a hallmark phenotype: poor grammatical abilities.

Although the term SLI has been used extensively in the research literature, the label is increasingly disfavoured. The "Specific" in SLI implies that the difficulties these children experience are limited to language, with everything else being otherwise "normal." "Specific" also implies a clear discrepancy between verbal abilities and non-verbal IQ, such that children with SLI should not exhibit low non-verbal IQ. Both these assumptions have been heavily criticized ([@B55]; [@B36]; [@B11]; [@B43]). It also needs to be noted that the definition of SLI continues to rely more on exclusionary criteria (e.g., the lack of hearing and intelligence deficits, or the absence of co-morbidity with other disorders such as autism) than on a specification of the difficulties. However, this state of affairs is no longer tenable, and a swell of discussion and consultation have, ensued in academic venues (see [@B11]; [@B15]; [@B42]) as well as in social media (see, for example, <https://twitter.com/deevybee>). Nevertheless, it will take time before a new term or terms are widely accepted. In the absence of such a new agreed-upon diagnostic label, we continue to use the term SLI, while fully acknowledging its limitations.

We now turn to what is known about the relationship between memory and language in SLI. To date, most theoretical and empirical work examining this relationship has focused on short-term and working memory (e.g., [@B19]; [@B31]; [@B5], [@B7]). This literature suggests that children with SLI generally perform significantly worse than typically developing (TD) children on tests of verbal short-term or working memory, i.e., those that require the temporary storage of verbal information (short-term memory) and the simultaneous processing of this information (working memory), such as non-word repetition or backward digit recall. In contrast, evidence suggests that non-verbal short-term and non-verbal working memory remain largely intact in SLI ([@B6]; [@B3]).

Impairments in verbal working memory have been proposed to underlie grammatical difficulties in SLI ([@B2]; [@B19]). Baddeley and Hitch's model of working memory ([@B9]; [@B8]) suggests that during sentence processing the "phonological loop" holds incoming auditory information until processing can be completed (Cowan's model has close corollaries; [@B18]). This seems to occur during the processing of complex grammatical structures ([@B35]; [@B37]). [@B34], in his study of 8-year old children, found significant correlations between measures of verbal working memory and tasks involving receptive grammar for both children with SLI and their TD peers. These findings have been replicated by [@B40] using standardized tests of comprehension of grammar, i.e., language comprehension requiring grammatical knowledge. Nonetheless, it should be noted that investigations examining verbal working memory-comprehension relationships have mainly focused on adults ([@B21]); with children, findings have been more mixed, particularly with TD children. Thus, the role of working memory in sentence comprehension in children remains unclear (see [@B26], for a review). Moreover, correlations between measures of expressive grammar and those of working memory have been less consistent. For example, a number of investigators have found that verbal working memory tasks correlate weakly with expressive tasks involving grammar such as past-tense elicitation ([@B13]; [@B39]; [@B12]).

Our own group has found that working memory abilities do not correlate significantly with grammar in either SLI children or their TD peers ([@B28]). However, the measure of grammar used in these analyses was a composite of expressive and receptive tasks. This may have hidden any association of working memory on grammar that might only be evident for receptive grammar in children with SLI. Overall, given the small as well as mixed literature, it would be of interest to further examine the relationship between verbal working memory and grammar in children with SLI and their TD peers, focusing particularly on receptive grammar given that it has shown the most consistent correlations.

However, not all research on memory systems in SLI has focused on working memory. The procedural deficit hypothesis (PDH) posits that SLI may be largely explained by abnormalities of brain structures underlying procedural memory, in particular portions of frontal/basal-ganglia circuits ([@B51]; [@B55]). According to the PDH, this may also explain the impairment of other functions that rely on portions of these brain structures, such as aspects of working memory.

The PDH is an extension of a wider neurobiologically-motivated theoretical model of normal and disordered language acquisition developed by Michael Ullman and colleagues ([@B49], [@B51], [@B54]), the declarative/procedural (DP) model. This model posits that procedural memory generally underlies the learning, storage and use of important aspects of grammar, in particular (at least) implicit rule-governed grammatical knowledge that involves (hierarchical) sequencing. Hence, deficits in procedural memory should lead to grammatical impairments, as posited by the PDH for SLI ([@B55]). Declarative memory is posited to be critical for lexical memory. However, the DP model hypothesizes that declarative memory can also perform many grammatical functions, and thus often plays a compensatory role when procedural memory is not fully functioning. This is possible because declarative memory is highly flexible, and thus can learn, store and process knowledge to accomplish grammatical functions normally carried out by procedural memory. Moreover, it can do so in a variety of ways, such as chunking (e.g., storing "the cat" or "walked" rather than composing them from their parts) or learning explicit (or even implicit) rules ([@B51], [@B54]). The PDH specifically posits such types of declarative-memory based compensation for grammar in SLI ([@B55]; [@B56]).

Since the PDH was original proposed ([@B51]; [@B55]), an increasing amount of empirical research has examined procedural memory in children with SLI. Importantly, a recent meta-analysis suggests, consistent with the predictions of the PDH, that SLI is indeed associated with significantly poorer procedural learning than TD individuals, as tested by the serial reaction time (SRT) task ([@B27]). Note that almost all studies of procedural memory in SLI have used non-verbal stimuli (e.g., the SRT task). However, learning tasks that involve verbal stimuli that seem to depend on procedural memory, such as the word segmentation task, also have shown deficits in SLI ([@B20]; [@B25]).

In contrast, declarative memory has been much less well studied in SLI. Nevertheless, on the whole evidence seems to suggest that learning in this system is spared for non-verbal information, and even for verbal information once factors such as working memory abilities are held constant ([@B28], [@B27]). Indeed, it appears that only children with SLI with poor verbal working memory show impairments on verbal declarative memory tasks ([@B29]). Importantly, there has also been relatively little investigation on the association between grammar and declarative memory in SLI, and on the possible compensatory role of this memory system for the grammatical deficits found in the disorder. Although some behavioral evidence (e.g., from frequency effects) and electrophysiological evidence (from Event-Related Potentials) supports such compensation (for reviews, see [@B55]; [@B56]), we are only aware of one study examining associations between grammar and declarative memory, carried out by our group ([@B28]).

In that study we examined working, declarative and procedural memory in children with SLI and their TD peers ([@B28]). The children with SLI were impaired at verbal (but not non-verbal) short-term memory and working memory, and at (non-verbal) procedural learning (as in most studies, verbal procedural memory was not examined), but were spared at learning non-verbal information in declarative memory, as well as verbal information once language or working memory deficits were controlled for. We also found an intriguing pattern of correlations between grammatical abilities (as measured by a composite of expressive and receptive grammar; see above) and measures of these memory systems. Grammatical abilities correlated significantly with procedural learning in TD children but not in children with SLI. In contrast, in children with SLI (but not in TD children) grammar correlated with declarative memory but not with procedural memory.

These correlational findings warrant further investigation. Although they are clearly informative, it is important to emphasize that such correlations do not allow for the simultaneous examination of the predictiveness of all three memory systems on grammar, that is, holding the influence of the others constant. The present study addresses this gap.

Specifically, it moves the field forward in three specific ways. First, we used multiple regression analyses to simultaneously examine the influence of procedural, declarative and working memory on grammar in SLI and TD. Crucially, this modeling approach allows us to directly test whether and how each of the three memory systems might be associated with grammatical abilities in children with SLI and their TD peers, while holding the influence of the other memory systems constant and additionally examining whether and how their influence on grammar might differ between the two groups. Holding constant the influence of each memory system is important because the memory systems may interact. For example, working memory seems to be closely linked to declarative memory; as mentioned above, impairments of verbal declarative memory in SLI appear to only occur in the presence of verbal working memory deficits ([@B29]). Second, we focus on receptive grammar, given that previous research suggests stronger links between verbal working memory and receptive rather than expressive measures of grammar in SLI. Third, whereas most previous research has examined how deficits of memory (in particular deficits of working and procedural memory) might contribute to the grammatical impairments in SLI, we examine the potential *positive* contributions of declarative memory to language in children with SLI.

Thus, in this study we used multiple regression analyses to examine the roles of procedural, declarative and working memory on receptive grammar in children with SLI and their TD peers. In line with the DP model and the PDH, we expected procedural memory (but not declarative memory) to significantly predict grammar in TD children, and for declarative memory (but not procedural memory) to predict grammar in children with SLI. Given that the DP model and the PDH specify that other functions that rely on frontal/basal-ganglia circuitry may also be impaired in SLI, working memory was also expected as a possible predictor of grammar, at least for children with SLI. This study is, to our knowledge, the first to examine whether memory systems not only predict grammar in SLI and TD, but also whether they interact with group---that is, whether the measures of the memory systems show differential predictiveness for children with SLI and TD children.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

The children participating in this study were a subgroup of children that participated in [@B28]. Given the focus on receptive grammar, we excluded 6 children with SLI who had receptive language skills above a standard score of 85 in the CELF-4 UK (1 SD from the mean). We also excluded 5 TD children who had receptive language skills --1 SD or below. This resulted in 45 children with SLI (mean age 9;10 years; 30 males, 15 females) and 46 TD children (mean age 9;10 years; 30 males, 16 females). Discrepancy between verbal scores and performance IQ scores was not a requirement for ascertaining the SLI phenotype. As discussed in the introduction, there is no empirical evidence to support a mismatch criterion for SLI participant selection (e.g., at least 1 SD difference between verbal and non-verbal scores). All children were recruited from schools in consultation with classroom teachers. These professionals advised the research team on potential participants based on their opinion as to whether children had poor versus good language. Subsequently, language abilities were measured directly using the core language score (CLS) of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals---4th Edition, UK Standardization (CELF-4 UK, [@B45]). All children with SLI and TD children had Performance IQ (PIQ) scores within the typical range, i.e., no less than 1 SD below the mean on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI, [@B58]). Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the age (in whole months), CLS and PIQ scores of children with SLI and TD children.

###### 

**Age and standardized tests: summary scores and comparisons between the SLI and TD groups**.

                 **SLI (*n* = 45)**   **TD (*n* = 46)**   **Comparison**                                             
  -------------- -------------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------ ----- ---------- ------- --------- ------
  Age (months)   118                  9.2                 103--137         118    8.6   102--137   0.22    0.826     --
  CLS            70.7                 8.5                 46--84           99.9   6.2   90--117    18.79   \<0.001   3.93
  PIQ            97.2                 7.0                 85--110          99.9   7.8   85--115    1.78    0.079     0.36

SLI, children with Specific Language Impairment; TD, typically developing children; M, Mean; SD: Standard deviation; CLS, Core Language Score of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals; PIQ, Performance IQ.

Materials and Methods
---------------------

### Predictor Variables: Measures of Different Memory Systems

The memory measures used in this study are a subset of those used and described in detail in [@B28]. They are outlined here.

***Procedural memory***

Unlike for working and declarative memory, no verbal or auditory procedural memory task was given to participants. This was, first of all, because auditory SRT Tasks usually require participants to discriminate between tones of different frequencies (e.g., [@B59]), which might be problematic for children with SLI ([@B32]; [@B24]). A similar argument can be made for the word segmentation task ([@B20]). Additionally, our focus on a visuo-spatial SRT Task was not considered to be problematic for examining the contribution of procedural memory to language functioning, since, as we have seen above, the classic (and much more widely studied) visuo-spatial version of this task has been shown to be impaired in SLI (unlike non-verbal working and declarative memory tasks), and has been found to correlate with grammar, in TD children; see above.

Procedural memory was assessed using a version of [@B38] SRT task. This task is designed to test implicit visuo-spatial sequence learning in procedural memory. In SRT tasks, participants are typically asked to press one of four response buttons, each of which matches the location of a visual stimulus presented on a computer monitor. Unbeknownst to participants, the visual stimulus follows a predefined sequence. After multiple exposures to the sequence, a random pattern of visual stimuli (rather than the predefined sequence) is presented. In neurologically intact children and adults, reaction times (RTs), which are the principal dependent measure of interest in SRT tasks, typically decrease during the repeated presentation of the sequence, and increase from the final sequence presentations to the random pattern (e.g., [@B38]; [@B47]). This RT increase is taken as evidence that knowledge of the sequence has been learned.

To control for subject variability in motor speed, each child's RTs were converted to z-scores referenced to the median and SD across all correct trials for that child ([@B47]; [@B28]). Normalizing data in this way effectively ensured that all children's shortest RTs have approximately the same value, and similarly for their longest RTs. For example, if the longest RT for one child was 5000 ms and longest for another was 1000 ms, after z-normalizing the values for both children might be 5 (i.e., 5 SD above the median of their overall RTs). Finally, we also addressed potential attention lapses in this task. This was considered important since the task was relatively long, with five blocks each of 90 trials, totalling to about 13 min. To deal with this concern, we deleted data points for each child whose RTs were 3 SD or more above his/her mean RT ([@B28]). Subsequently, z-scores referenced to the mean and standard deviation of the entire sample were then calculated (see section on use of z-scores below for details).

***Declarative memory***

The Children's Memory Scales (CMS, [@B14]) Word Pairs and Stories subtests were used to examine the learning and retrieval of verbal information in declarative memory. Only verbal (and not visual) declarative memory was examined. Previous findings by our group ([@B28]) revealed that whereas verbal declarative memory correlated with lexical abilities both in children with SLI and TD children, as well as grammar in children with SLI (see Introduction), visual declarative memory did not correlate with either lexical or grammatical abilities in either group. Thus focusing on verbal declarative memory maximized the likelihood of obtaining the correlations of interest.

The Word Pairs subtest assesses how well children learn a list of semantically unrelated word pairs, then recall as well as recognize them at a later point in time. First, children are presented with a list of 14 semantically unrelated word pairs (e.g., rice-chair). Immediately after, children are asked to provide the second word from memory. This procedure is repeated for three trials (Learning), and then, the children are asked to recall both words of each pair from memory (Immediate Recall). After other subtests on the CMS have been administered (typically about 30 min), children are again asked to recall the full list of word pairs (Delayed Recall). This is followed by the presentation of the 14 word pairs along with 14 distracter pairs, with the children indicating whether or not they recognize the target pairs from earlier in the test (Delayed Recognition). The Stories subtest assesses how well children can recall and recognize a short narrative comprising five to six sentences following a single exposure.

For analyses, the raw scores from each subtest were converted to a *z*-score referenced to the mean and standard deviation of the entire sample, see below for details. A composite measure was then computed by summing *z*-transformed subtests.

***Working memory***

Working memory functioning was assessed with the Working Memory Test Battery for Children (WMTB-C, [@B41]). For the purposes of the present study, subtests assessing verbal working memory and "phonological loop" were used.

The WMTB-C has three subtests designed to assess verbal working memory: Listening Recall, Counting Recall and Backward Digits Recall. Common to these subtests is that children are presented with verbal information and are then required to temporarily store the information and engage in some additional processing on it. In the Listening Recall subtest, children are auditorily presented with sentences. Their task is to provide a true/false judgment about the sentence's semantics and then recall the sentence's final word. The task increases in difficulty as children are presented with an increasing number of sentences. After each sentence presentation a true/false judgment is made. Then, following presentation of a block of sentences, all sentence-final words are recalled. On the Counting Recall subtest, children are asked to count out loud arrays of dots presented in cards in the stimulus booklet. Immediately after counting, children are asked to recall how many dots were there. Children count and recall increasing number of dot arrays (from one dot array card followed by recall, two dot array cards followed by recall, up to a maximum of seven dot array cards, followed by recall). On the Backward Digit Recall subtest a string of digits are presented. The task is to repeat the string in reverse order.

The phonological loop was designed to be assessed by four subtests: Digit Recall, Word List Recall, Non-word List Recall, and Word List Matching. On all of these subtests verbal information is presented and the task is to temporarily store the presented information. On the Digit Recall, Word List Recall, and Non-word List Recall, children are respectively presented with an increasing number of digits, real words or non-words. Following each presentation the children are asked to recall the set of items. In the Word List Matching task, a series of words, beginning with two words and adding one word at each successive level, is presented to the child. The same words, but sometimes in a different order, are then presented again, and the child is asked to determine if the second list is in the same or different order as the first list.

These subtests were selected because they assess verbal aspects of working memory. It was considered important to focus on verbal working memory because (a) it has been proposed that deficits of verbal working memory (and not visual-spatial working memory) underlie language difficulties in SLI ([@B2]); and (b) significant correlations have been found between verbal working memory and receptive grammar in children with SLI and in TD children ([@B34]). See the Introduction for more details.

For the analyses, raw scores were first transformed to z-scores referenced to the mean and standard deviation of the entire sample; see below for details. A composite verbal working memory measure was created by summing *z*-scores from each subtest.

### Outcome Variable: Receptive Grammar

The Test for Reception of Grammar 2nd Edition (TROG-2, [@B10]) was used. The TROG-2 consists of 80 sentences evenly divided into 20 blocks. Children are presented with a sentence and asked to point to the matching picture from four possible options. For example, when presented with the stimulus sentence "The man that is eating is looking at the cat", the four pictorial options include the correct pictorial representation of the sentence plus three incorrect options: the man eating but not looking at the cat, the man looking at the cat and the cat is eating, and the cat looking at the man who is not eating. As children progress through each block, increasingly more complicated syntactic structures are presented. A child does not pass a block if s/he failed at least one item on the block. Testing is discontinued if the child fails five consecutive blocks. The total number of correct items was used as the dependent variable in the analyses. The distribution of scores was found to be negatively skewed; a reflected square root transformation was applied to the data. Furthermore, z-scores referenced to the mean and standard deviation of the entire sample were then calculated.

### The Use of z-scores

The decision to use z-scores in our analyses had two motivations. First, the working memory and declarative memory measures were created by combining scores from multiple subtests. Summing z-transformed raw scores ensures that each subtest is equally weighted in the composite variable (e.g., [@B1]). Without this transformation a subtest that has a larger standard deviation will be weighted more in the composite variable. Second, by presenting group performance using z-score units, one is better able to directly evaluate group differences for the memory and language variables as they are, in effect being compared using the same scale. The procedure for referencing the z-scores to the mean and standard deviation of the entire sample involved pooling data from all children in a particular group (e.g., the SLI group) to calculate the referenced z-scores for each child in that group.

Note that the z-transformations of the different measures did not alter the distributions of scores. Prior to converting raw scores to z-scores the distribution of the variables was found to be normally distributed (except for TROG-2 scores which were skewed, but were normally distributed after application of a reflected square root transformation; see above). Furthermore, the correlation between the raw and z-score transformed scores was high (*r*'s \> 0.9). Thus the z-transformation did not affect the ranking of participants' scores (e.g., children with high grammatical scores prior to transformation still obtained high scores after transformation). Distributional information for the SLI and TD groups for each measure is summarized in the histograms presented in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Histograms showing distribution of scores for the measures of procedural memory (A), declarative memory (B), working memory (C), and receptive grammar (D) reported by group.** Shaded bars show the distributions for the SLI group (right side of each panel), while white bars show the distributions for the TD group (left side of each panel).](fpsyg-06-01090-g0001){#F1}

Procedure
---------

The assessment battery was administered to participants over an average of five sessions in order not to interfere with their school schedule. Only one memory task was presented per session. The order of presentation of tasks was randomized across participants. Each test session was separated by a 7--14 day interval; all sessions were completed within a 3 month period. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from The University of Manchester, and informed written consent was obtained from the children's parents or legal guardians.

Results
=======

Performance of the two groups of children on each of the variables of interest is shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Children with SLI had significantly lower scores on all predictor variables, that is, measures of procedural memory, declarative memory, and working memory. Children with SLI also had significantly lower scores on receptive grammar as measured by the TROG-2. It should be noted the average standard score for the SLI group was, as expected, more than 1 SD below the normative mean on the TROG-2 (*M* = 81.69, SD = 14.41). In contrast, the average standard score for the TD group was slightly above the normative mean (*M* = 102.57, SD = 11.34). Thus, as expected, the children with SLI were impaired on the measure of receptive grammar used in this study.

###### 

**Memory and grammar measures: Summary scores (z-transformed) and comparisons between the SLI and TD groups**.

                                 **SLI**   **TD**   **Comparison**                                                                    
  ------------------------------ --------- -------- ---------------- ---- ------ ------ ------ -------- ---- ------- ------ --------- ------
  Memory measures                                                                                                                     
  Procedural memory (SRT Task)   --0.30    0.86     --2.30           --   1.40   0.30   1.04   --1.97   --   2.45    3.00   0.003     0.63
  Declarative memory (CMS)       --2.67    3.34     --11.62          --   5.05   2.61   3.53   --6.96   --   9.98    7.34   \<0.001   1.54
  Working memory (WMTB-C)        --3.36    3.57     --10.98          --   4.93   3.28   3.83   --4.28   --   11.85   8.54   \<0.001   1.79
  Language measure                                                                                                                    
  Receptive grammar (TROG-2)     --0.54    1.13     --3.67           --   0.84   0.53   0.41   --0.49   --   1.15    5.97   \<0.001   1.25

SLI, children with Specific Language Impairment; TD, typically developing children; M, Mean; SD, Standard deviation; SRT, serial Reaction Time; CMS, Children's Memory Scale; WMTB-C, Working Memory Test Battery for Children; TROG-2, Test for Reception of Grammar 2nd Edition.

The next set of analyses examined, separately for the two groups, correlations among the three memory systems and between each of the memory systems and performance on the TROG-2. See Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. For illustrative purposes, scatterplots showing the relationship between each memory measure and TROG-2 are presented in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

**Correlations (Pearson's r) among memory abilities and receptive grammar for the SLI and TD groups**.

  **Variable**             **Group**   **1. Working memory**   **2. Declarative memory**   **3. Procedural memory**
  ------------------------ ----------- ----------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------
  2\. Declarative memory   SLI TD      0.333\* 0.047           --                          --
  3\. Procedural memory    SLI TD      0.135 --0.039           0.134 0.202                 --
  4\. Receptive grammar    SLI TD      0.372\* 0.089           0.469\*\* 0.251             0.036 0.404\*

SLI, children with Specific Language Impairment; TD, typically developing children; \*p \< 0.05; \*\*p \< 0.001.

![**Scatterplots showing the relationship between TROG-2 scores and the measures of procedural memory (A), declarative memory (B), and working memory (C) for SLI and TD groups.** Dashed line plots regression equation for TD group and unbroken for SLI group. Recall that the procedural memory task is a non-verbal task.](fpsyg-06-01090-g0002){#F2}

For the TD group, there were no significant associations between the three different memory systems. In terms of associations with receptive grammar, TROG-2 scores correlated significantly with procedural memory only. For the SLI group, there were significant associations between working memory and declarative memory. Moreover, an unlike for the TD group, the TROG-2 correlated with working memory and declarative memory, but not with procedural memory.

Multiple regression analysis was then used to test whether procedural, declarative, and working memory predicted TROG-2 performance, and to examine whether any such predictions differed between the SLI and TD groups. The predictor variables were procedural memory, declarative memory, and working memory as well as a group membership dummy variable whereby 1 = SLI and 0 = TD. Interaction terms created by multiplying the group membership variable with each memory variable were also entered into the regression. For example, to create the "Working Memory × Group" interaction term, scores from the working memory variable were multiplied by group membership. Using this approach, a significant interaction term indicates whether the contribution of the specific memory variable differs between the SLI and TD groups. A summary of the model coefficients is presented in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Regression analysis modeling memory measures as predictors of receptive grammar in the SLI and TD groups**.

  **Variable**                 **b**     **SE**   **Beta**   ***p***
  ---------------------------- --------- -------- ---------- ----------
  Constant                      2.811     0.126              
  Working memory                0.015     0.021    0.099      0.482
  Declarative memory            0.029     0.023    0.168      0.217
  Procedural memory             0.894     0.33     0.287      0.008\*
                                                             
  Group                        --0.297    0.174   --0.202     0.091
  Group × working memory        0.026     0.032    0.108      0.410
  Group × declarative memory    0.041     0.035    0.15       0.239
  Group × procedural memory    --1.037    0.518   --0.202     0.048\*

\*p \< 0.05.

The model was found to be a significant predictor of TROG-2 scores, accounting for 51.6% of variance in the outcome variability \[*F* (7, 83) = 12.658, *p* \< 0.001, *R*^2^ = 0.516\]. Inspection of coefficient values presented in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows that the procedural memory predictor variable was statistically significant. The Group × procedural memory Interaction was also found to be statistically significant. Given that children with SLI may have phonological deficits (though this is less likely in the age group of this study, i.e., about 9 years old, than in research involving younger children, [@B33]) we repeated the regression analysis while also controlling for phonological abilities, by additionally including in the model performance on the non-word recall task of the WMTB-C. The findings were virtually unchanged. The model explained a similar amount of variance (*R*^2^ = 0.521), the procedural memory predictor variable continued to be statistically significant as was the Group × Procedural Memory interaction, with no other significant effects.

To investigate the interaction further, the above regression analysis was undertaken separately for each group (while also removing the interaction terms with group). For the TD group the model was significant, accounting for 20.3% of the variance \[*F* (3, 42) = 3.558, *p* = 0.022, *R*^2^ = 0.203\]. In this model the only significant predictor was procedural memory (β = 0.374, *p* = 0.011; declarative memory β = 0.172, *p* = 0.230; working memory β = 0.096, *p* = 0.492). The model was also significant for the SLI group \[*F* (3, 41) = 5.180, *p* = 0.004, *R*^2^ = 0.275\], explaining 27.5% of the variance. Unlike the TD group, procedural memory was not a significant predictor (β = --0.050, *p* = 0.714). In contrast, for children with SLI, declarative memory was significant (β = --0.393, *p* = 0.008). Working memory also made a contribution, but this variable fell short of statistical significance (β = 0.248, *p* = 0.088). As above for the full model, we repeated the regression analyses while also controlling for phonological abilities, by additionally including in the model performance on the non-word recall task of the WMTB-C. The findings were virtually unchanged. Procedural memory remained the only statistically significant predictor of receptive grammar for TD children, while declarative memory remained the only statistically significant memory system predictive of receptive grammar in children with SLI.

Discussion
==========

This study examined the relationship between receptive grammar and procedural, declarative, and working memory in children with SLI and TD children. Children with SLI performed worse than the TD children on all the three memory measures as well as receptive grammar. The significant differences between the SLI and TD groups observed on receptive grammar replicate findings of previous studies (e.g., [@B44]; [@B16]; [@B35]). Indeed, grammatical deficits are the hallmark phenotype of SLI. We also replicated evidence that, when examined independently, verbal working memory, verbal declarative memory and non-verbal procedural memory are impaired in children with SLI ([@B5]; [@B28]). It needs to be noted, however, that measures of declarative memory do not appear to differ between the SLI and TD groups once factors such as working memory are controlled for ([@B28], [@B29]).

Importantly, we found striking differences between children with SLI and their TD peers regarding how the three memory measures predicted receptive grammar, in multiple regression models. Procedural memory was the only significant predictor of receptive grammar in TD children. In contrast, for children with SLI, the only significant predictor was declarative memory. This pattern of findings---that is, only procedural memory predicting grammar in TD and only declarative memory in SLI---remained after controlling for phonological abilities. These results indicate that different memory systems are associated with receptive grammar in children with SLI and TD children.

These findings are consistent with the predictions of the DP model and PDH that TD children depend largely on procedural memory for grammar, whereas children with SLI should tend to rely on declarative memory, which is hypothesized to play a compensatory role in the face of procedural and grammatical deficits ([@B51], [@B54]; [@B55]; [@B56]). Thus, the declarative memory system appears to at least partially take over grammatical processing in children with SLI. Moreover, this appears to take place by age 9--10, and perhaps earlier. Indeed, given their dependence on declarative memory at this age, it seems likely that aspects of grammar were learned in this system at an earlier age.

Thus, in the TROG-2 task, in which children with SLI hear a sentence and try to understand it in order to choose the correct picture, they are likely to be relying on declarative memory-based mechanisms, such as chunking of linguistic forms, learning explicit rules, or relying on the semantics of the sentence ([@B50], [@B51], [@B52], [@B53], [@B54]; [@B56]). Unlike their TD peers, children with SLI do not seem to be able to rely or benefit from the automatic, implicit identification of grammatical patterns using procedural memory, because this system in these children is at least somewhat dysfunctional. We suggest that processing grammatical aspects of language via compensatory declarative memory, although possible to some extent and likely to begin relatively early in development, is generally more burdensome and less efficient for children with SLI ([@B56]), affecting how well they can perform on tasks such as the TROG-2. Thus, despite such compensation, their grammar still tends to remain impaired. For further discussion, see [@B56]. Future research, in particular employing longitudinal paradigms, is needed to examine such memory processes developmentally in children with SLI.

In addition, verbal working memory appears to be somewhat predictive of receptive grammar in children with SLI, but not in their TD peers, at least at this stage of development ([@B23]). Consistent with the DP model and the PDH, children with SLI may have not only procedural memory deficits but also (though perhaps less consistently; [@B55]) working memory deficits, as both capacities rely on frontal/basal ganglia circuits. Working memory could affect receptive grammar in SLI in more than one way. First of all, evidence suggests that working memory may be a gateway to declarative memory, whereby the former maintains at least some information both before it enters the latter, as well as after such information is recalled (e.g., before or during further processing; [@B29]; [@B54]). Thus, deficits of working memory may be expected to impede both the learning of grammatical and other information in declarative memory, as well as the recall and use of that information later on ([@B56]). For example, information in deficient working memory might decay before it has a chance to be learned in declarative memory or after it has been retrieved from this system but before it undergoes processing. Indeed, children with SLI only appear to show declarative memory (learning) impairments if they have verbal working memory deficits ([@B29]). Thus, working memory deficits should slow down the learning of grammatical (and non-grammatical) knowledge or strategies in declarative memory, as well as impede the use of that information during processing ([@B56]). TD children should be less susceptible to such effects not only because they do not have working memory deficits, but also because their grammar does not depend (or depends less) on declarative memory. Given the available evidence, however, it is difficult to know what is causing what in relation to working and declarative memory. It is likely that the effects are bidirectional. Research has documented effects in the other direction, i.e., the ability to retrieve information from declarative memory also appears to be an important component of performance on working memory tasks ([@B46]; [@B57]). Further research addressing these issues is certainly warranted.

Note that a particularly important role for declarative (and perhaps working) memory in grammar in SLI does not preclude an additional role for procedural memory. After all, the compensatory role for declarative memory should depend on the extent to which procedural memory is impaired. Indeed, some evidence suggests that procedural memory deficits are associated with grammatical deficits in SLI ([@B22]). Interestingly, in that study only a measure reflecting the consolidation of procedural learning over the course of about 3 days predicted grammatical abilities. This may explain why the measure of procedural learning in the present study (which measured sequence knowledge only immediately after learning) did not show associations with grammar. Future studies should examine this issue. It is also important to acknowledge that in this study the performance of children with SLI and TD children were more similar on procedural memory than working and declarative memory. Why then should children with SLI "give up" using procedural memory in grammatical processing? Part of the explanation is also a limitation of this investigation. Recall that we examined only a non-verbal measure of procedural memory. Although we argue that this is sufficient for examining the relationship between procedural memory and grammar, it may be the case that procedural memory is not uniformly impaired across non-verbal versus verbal domains. Indeed, it may be the case that in SLI it is *verbal* procedural memory that is particularly dysfunctional and it is verbal procedural memory impairments that explain why children with SLI "abandon" this memory system for grammatical processing (and we argue, as above, this is likely to occur early in development). Future studies would benefit from the examination of verbal procedural memory and its relation to grammar, in comparison to the predictiveness of verbal working and declarative memory tasks.

This investigation has limitations that may be usefully addressed in future research. First, we limited our investigation to behavior, and did not examine the neural bases of the memory deficits and potential compensatory memory mechanisms in SLI. This could be addressed in research that includes behavioral as well as neuro-imaging or electrophysiological techniques (also see [@B56]). Second, we did not examine which particular declarative memory compensatory strategies the children with SLI were likely to be using when confronted with processing sentences in the TROG-2. Although some previous research suggests that both chunking and explicit rules play a role (for a review, see [@B56]), future research can further elucidate these mechanisms. Third, non-word recall was the only measure of phonological processing used in this study. Future research would benefit from the inclusion of other measures of phonological abilities in the study of memory and language in SLI. Finally, this investigation was cross-sectional. It examined associations and posited a more fundamental or underlying role to memory processes in language learning in children with and without SLI. The design of the study did not allow the examination of causal relationships which could be usefully addressed in future longitudinal research. For example, might procedural memory deficits or declarative memory strengths at a very early age in children with SLI predict the level of grammatical deficits as the child develops?

Concluding Remarks
==================

This study shows that receptive grammar is associated with different memory systems in children with SLI and TD children. It is associated with only procedural memory in TD children, and mainly with declarative memory in children with SLI, perhaps with some influence of working memory. Consistent with the DP model and PDH, these associations suggest that different memory systems are involved in receptive grammar in children with SLI and their TD peers of about age 9--10 years. Whereas TD children seem to depend on procedural memory for receptive grammar, children with SLI appear to rely on declarative memory. These findings strengthen the view that children with SLI partially compensate for their grammatical deficits by relying on declarative memory ([@B55]; [@B56]).

These findings have potential practical implications (for more discussion, see [@B56]). For example, in children with SLI improvements in grammar should be observed following interventions which harness cognitive and behavioral strategies that depend on declarative memory, such as "chunking" of complex forms, or techniques that improve learning in this system, such as "spaced" as opposed to "massed" presentation ([@B56]). Finally, of both practical and research interest is the fact that sleep appears to promote consolidation in declarative memory ([@B30]; [@B56]). The findings of the present investigation suggest that research examining sleep and language learning may reveal that the amount of sleep may be an important variable for the development of compensatory declarative memory strategies in children with SLI.
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